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Language is an indicator of human’s culture because it discloses not only the imagination about the world, surrounding reality, conditions of life but also the people’s consciousness, mentality, character, traditions, morality and system of values. The language peculiarity of fiction literature lies in the fact that it expresses the culture an individual world outlook of people by whom it has been created. These aspects have caused lots of difficulties and problems during the analysis of fiction pieces of literature and during the comparison of the original text and its translation.

One of the most important problems is the functioning of anthroponyms as one of the basic components in the structure of a fiction text. Anthroponym on the one hand is the component of person’s cultural identity and on the other hand it has a connectional function in the question of multicultural communication.

The problem of anthroponyms has been analyzed by the number of scientists like H. Joseph, D. Stewart, O. Espersen, T. Gobbs, B. Rassel and others.

T. Gobbs has studied the peculiarities of semantics of anthroponyms. B. Rassel has determined the similar elements between proper names and demonstrative pronouns. Lexical meaning of anthroponyms has been the most problematic question of this problem. The scientists D. Stewart and B. Rassel have pointed that anthroponyms have no lexical meaning at all.
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The actuality of studying the problem of functioning of anthroponyms lies in the fact that this phenomenon hasn’t been studied deeply by scientists. Anthroponym as the lexicological phenomenon causes lots of difficulties during the studying and analyzing scientific and fiction texts. To solve this problem means to make the deep analysis of this phenomenon in order to understand its nature and mechanisms of working.

The object of the article is anthroponym as one of the basic elements of a fiction text.

The main subject of analysis is the peculiarities of semantics and functioning of anthroponyms as lingua and cultural units.

Anthroponomy is the special science that studies the names of people. «Its name is created from the Greek words «anthropos» – «man» «onoma» – «name», This term has been created by Portuguese linguist Z. Vaskonselva in 1887» [2, p. 10].

Anthroponomy studies people’s proper names that may be official – names, surnames and not official – nicknames or pseudonyms. Anthroponym is a separate name that identifies a certain person. At the same time, it should be noticed that anthroponyms may not be created in the text only by way of using the rules of the word building of a certain language. It is very complex process that has historical, social and cultural background.

O.S. Cubryakova has noticed that «onomastics as the sphere of language is closely connected with social phenomena. So, we should always take into account the interaction between language and not language factors that determine the functioning of a word in a sentence» [1, p. 58].

History shows us that most of the proper names are closely connected with the Christian tradition and religious texts. Their roots come from Greek, Latin, and Jewish languages. English anthroponyms have a great history which is connected with English people and the process of the development of language. Anglo-Saxons had only one name that was very simple by its structure. Gradually the names became more complex, their structure has included several components. These components have been taken from the Old English. The preference of several personalities to a one family has been indicated by combining of personal names and the parents’ names of the family members. By its structure Old English female names have no differences from the male names. The gender indicator has served as the second component.

Modern anthroponyms include the social component that serves as the indicator of national preference. Lots of proper names have become as the national symbols in certain countries (e.g. Jack – for USA, Taras – for Ukraine). In other anthroponym systems they cause certain associations with the represented countries. National aspect is also disclosed in the anthroponym formula that is a norming the different anthroponyms in the process of nomination of a personality who belongs to a certain nationality, social group and faith. The phonetic aspect of anthroponyms is unique in every language. It is connected with special peculiarities of the development of semantics and phonetics in different languages.

The anthroponyms of the English language are also conditioned by its semantics. There are special rules of forming of anthroponyms and their use in the text in the English language especially when we speak about surnames. There are different ways of the surname building, for example: from the names of professions: cooper – Cooper; from the names of animals: wolf – Wolf; from the proper names: John – Jones, Johnson; from the names of colour: black – Black; from the appearance: big – Big; according to belonging to a certain ethnic group or nationality: french – French.

English anthroponyms have the number of unique features that make them different from anthroponyms of other languages. We should point that there are no differences between male and female surnames in the English language, for example: William Smith – Alice Smith but there may be the interchanging between first names and surnames, for example: Henry George – George Washington, Irving Stone – Washington Irving, George Washington – Henry George.

The characterizing feature of the English anthroponym system is the presence of several first names with one surname. In most cases there are two first names (the second one is called middle name), for example: Bernard George Huston, Gregory Joseph Byrd. Another peculiarity of the English anthroponym system is the familiar attitude to official persons or politicians. In most cases the diminutive forms of names with surnames or without them are used, for example: Tony Blaer, Bill Clinton (Anthony Blaer, William Clinton).

Anthroponyms may serve as the device of the individualization of a personality and at the same time as the device of showing the respect or polite attitude in the English language. In such a case different words are used with anthroponyms like sir, mam, miss, missis, mister, madam, lady etc. These words differentiate people according to gender, age, social state. For example, the lexeme «sir» is used speaking with an older man, or with the personality who has a greater social status (e.g. inferior and chief). The lexeme «lady» is used in the communicational situations with the women of any status or age in order to address the person officially with a high degree of politeness. There are also cases when the anthroponyms are used with the names of professions or scientific degree in order to identify a certain personality, for example: lawyer Nicholson, professor Smith etc. It should be noticed that such a communicational norm is absent in the Ukrainian and Russian languages.

In the fiction text anthroponym may have the functions of different stylistic devices like allusion, comparison, metonymy, epithet and others as in following example:

«Tommy ordered two cognac, and when the door closed behind the waiter, he sat in the only chair, dark, scarred and handsome, his eyebrows arched and upcurling, *fighting Puck, an earnest Satan*» [3, p. 200].

In this example the main hero of the piece of literature by S. Fitzgerald is compared with the evil spirit Puck.

In the example «Elliott, the costume too large now for his emaciated frame, looked like a chorus man in an early opera of Verdi’s. *The sad Don Quixote* of a worthless purpose» [4, p. 153] anthroponym has the function of metaphor that is based on the rethinking of the name. In this example Don Quixote is the image of idealist that is out of the boundaries of the real life and this peculiarity of the development of semantics and phonetics in different languages.

Anthroponym may express the demonstrative cataphoric function directing for further statement or part of the sentence as in following example from the piece of literature by T. Wilder

«– Now listen, Jesus, it’s this way. – Hell, what is your name?»

– Brush, – *George Brush* [6, p. 81].

The personage speaks with Brush but he calls him as Jesus before he gets known his name.

A certain anthroponym may denote several people but some surnames are associated with the personalities of famous people (Shakespeare, Darwin, Fitzgerald), such anthroponyms are called single ones. The multiple anthroponyms are characterized by the limitation of the communicational sphere where they may determine only one referent. That is why their use in broad sphere is possible only with the specifying context, as in the following example: *I heard somebody coming through the shower curtains. Even without looking up, I knew right away who it was. It was Robert Ackley, this guy that roomed next to me... Not even Herb Gale, his own roommate, ever called him «Bob» or even «Ack»* [5, p. 124].
The single anthroponyms don’t need such a context or additional explaining. This aspect is disclosed only in cases when we don’t understand in the context understand the preferences of the names of certain personages.

Conclusions. The problem of anthroponyms has appeared as the result of the intercultural communication of different people and at the same time it has a great historical background. The forms of anthroponyms are influenced as well as by social as by individual factors. Lots of anthroponyms have become likely as national symbols in different countries and this aspect shows its great importance and role in the system of language. The forming of anthroponyms in the English language depends on its semantic and phonetic peculiarities and has its unique aspects. The anthroponyms in the fiction text may have the function of different stylistic devices such as epithet, metonymy, allusion and others. The deeper analysis of functioning of anthroponyms may be the perspective for further investigation.
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СТИЛІСТИЧНО-СИНТАКСІЧНІ ЗАСОБИ ВІДОБРАЖЕННЯ ВНУТРІШНІХ СТАНІВ ПЕРСОНАЖІВ У ПОСТМОДЕРНІМ РОМАНІ (НА ПРИКЛАДІ РОМАНУ ДЖ. БАРНСА «АРТУР ТА ДЖОРДЖ»)

У статті обговорено особливості відображення внутрішніх станів персонажів у постмодерністському романі. Обговорено синтаксичні характеристики постмодернізму як світоглядної конструкції. Запропоновано умовну класифікацію внутрішніх станів. Однак здійснено дослідження функції стилістико-синтаксичних засобів в отображенні внутрішніх станів персонажа.
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STYLISTIC SYNTACTIC MEANS EMPLOYED TO REFLECT INNER STATES OF PERSONAGES IN POSTMODERN NOVEL (BASED ON THE NOVEL «ARTHUR AND GEORGE» BY J. BARNES)

The article discusses characteristic features of syntactic stylistic devices employed in the reflection of inner states of personages in postmodern novel. The choice of the novel for analysis has been based on wide recognition of the British postmodern author J. Barnes as a representative of postmodernism. It is argued that postmodernism has passed the state of formation already, so that now the focus of research should be shifted from theoretical to applied problems. The article aims at discussing types and functions of syntactic stylistic devices employed in the reflection of inner states. The linguistic tradition of classifying inner states based on existing psychological approaches is kept, so that the main types distinguished include perception (primary and secondary), emotions and feelings, and thoughts. The types of syntactic stylistic devices most often employed in the novel include syntactic device of enumeration (which takes different structural forms), repetitions (which may be lexical or syntactic, and which sometimes take the whole book as a single context) and parallel constructions of various structural and semantic types. The functions of each of these stylistic devices are discussed based on examples from the analyzed novel.
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Постановка наукової проблеми та її значення. Постмодернізм, світоглядна парадигма, що домінувала у всіх аспектах культури протягом кількох останніх десятиліть, переживає завершальний етап свого формування. Відповідно, актуальність дослідження пост-постмодернізму [8]. Такі заяви, звичайно, видаються занадто радикальними, принаймні якщо йдеться про заміну над
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